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ABSTRACT 

Barriers to rotation were determined from variable-temper ature 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectra. The computer prograr:i used to cal 

culute the rot.::i.tional rates \·w.s validated by obtainin~ r csult.s in good 

agreement with the literature values fro~ .studies curried out on neat 

N,N- dimethylcarbrunic chloride . The barrier to rotation for N,N,N' ,N'

tetrrunethylthiodicarbonic diamide was measured in a variety of solvents 

and large variations in activation cncrr;y were observed (more than 

40 kJ mol- 1). The free energies could be correlated with the dielectric 

constant, the dipole moment , the Hildebrand solubility parameter and t he 

empirical polarity parameters £.rand z. =I A linear plot of ~H298 versus 

t .0.s298 for different solvents was obtained. 

Attempts to obtain other systems suitable for NHR study are 

reported. 
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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DESCRI PT ION OF NUC LEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 

The first attempts to observe nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR ) 

were made in 19421 but it was not until 1946 that resonance signals 

were actually seen2 ' 3• Once the equipment used had become more sophis

ticated the theory behind the observed phenomena could be elabor-

t d4,5,6,7,8 a e • 

1.1.1 Ang;ular Momentum 

Amongst the properties of some isotopes is that of spin which is 

associated with angular momentum, f• Angular momentum is a vector 
1 

quantity with magnitude, (h/2~)J(I + 1ffe, and with a component in the 

z direction given by the expression 

1-1 

where I is the spin quantum number which may have values O, i, 1, i, 
2 ••• and m

1 
can have values I, I-1, ••• O, ••• -(I - 1), - I. Ea.ch 

1 isotope has a fixed value of I; for the proton, I= 2• 

1.1.2 The Resonance Frequency 

Nuclei are charged and a spinning charge has an associated mag-

netic moment, ..1:., related to the angular momentum by the equation 

where tf is called the magn~togyric ratio. In a constant uniform magne

tic field, B , aligned along the + z direction, the possible orientations 
-0 

of _a (and hence off) become non-degenerate (Fig. 1-1) with energies 

given by 

U=-1:.•l!o=-µ B 
Z 0 

1-2 

where µz is the component of 1:, along the z axis and B0 is the magnitude 
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\ 

Figure 1-1: 

Bo 
u 

For I = v2, there are two possible 

orientations of µ with an energy 

difference 

. LJ U = 2 µ~Bo=tnBo 



\ 

2 

of~· 

Since, for an isotope with even atomic and mass numbers, I= O, 

this nucleus does not have spin and is unaffected by the applied 

magnetic field, it cannot be detected in the nuclear magnetic resonance 

experiment. Such 1 .. 1 d 12c 160 28s. d 32s nuc ei inc u e , , l. an • 

The enerr;y difference, .i1 U, between the nth and mth orientations 

in the magnetic field is 

4 U = Un - Um= - (µzn - µzm) Bo 

but µz = 0 hmI 

so U = j 't h B
O 

Ll mI 1 
m 

m 

Only transitions between mn and either mn_1 or mn+1 are allowed so 

and if~ is the frequency of the radiation for such a transition then 

or 

1.1.3 

AU = h >.J = j ¥ h B
0 
I 

lJ = I o/27\ Bo 

Chemical Shifts 

1-3 

1-4 

If the magnetic environment of a nucleus is not exactly B, the 
0 

applied field, then the frequency which induces resonance will not be 

D = j ..LI B but lJ = }..J + /1 Such a variation in the local field 
0 2'u O O - • 

of a nucleus occurs when neighbouring electrons shield the nucleus from 

the applied field B. Since the electronic environment differs for 
0 

each group of similar nuclei it is found that for example the resonance 

signal of a methyl group (cH
3
-) is at a different position from that of 

a methylene group (-CH2-). This variation is usually expressed as 

l.)j = I d' /211' I BO ( 1 - 0 j ) 

where dj is the shielding constant for the jth group of nuclei. 

Since the separation of resonance signals varies with the strength 

of B
0

, the absorption peaks are usually expressed in parts per million 
)J . 

(ppm) as d j . = J / ~ 
0 

where :U0 is the operating frequency of the 



spectrometer. Unfortunately )J cannot usually be measured accurately 
0 

because of difficulty in measuring B so often a standard sample is 
0 

selected and ))j is measured in ppm from the standard signal. The 

usual standard in proton NMR is tetramethyl silane (TMS) which contains 

a sinele environment for all its protons and resonates at high field 

from most other proton signals. The values in ppm referenced to TMS 

are said to be on the 6 scale and are defined as 

6 cf = 1 O ( l) j' - ).) TMS ) / )J TMS 

or 
' 6 

0 :::i. 10 ( d TMS - d j ) 

1.1.4 Internuclear Coupling 

at constant B 
0 

1-5 

3 

The electronic environment, and hence the shielding of the proton, 

is affected not only by the nature of the group of which it is a part 

but by neighbouring groups. If the neighbouring group has n protons 

and as each proton has two possible orientations in the applied magnetic 

field, the number of possible combinations of spins is n + 1. In the 

simplest case (referred to as a first order spectrum) the proton may 

experience a magnetic field due to any one of these combinations and so, 

for the whole sample, the total absorption peak is split into n + 1 

lines with equal separation. The relative intensities of the lines are 

given by the binomial coefficients (as found in Pascal's triangle). 

This interaction is known as spin-spin coupling. Its magnitude 

is determined by a spin-spin coupling constant (simply referred to as a 

coupling constant) wri.tten as J nm for interaction between spins n and m. 

This type of spectral analysis can only be used if AD » J · 
run run' 

in any other case a full quantum mechanical analysis is required to 

determine chemical shifts and coupling constants. 

Exchange-induced Variations in Spectra 

Once multiple peaks for a group had been observed718 , it was found 

that the expected splitting ln absorption signals was not always apparent. 9 



The lack of coupling was explained by postulating that fast exchanee 

was occurring between several non-equivalent sites so the exchanging 

nuclei were decoupled from their neighbours whose resonance signals 

were therefore unsplit. 

In most cases the rate of exchange was so fast that only a 

time-averaged peak was seen at a position )..) which can be related to 
obs 

the peak positions ~A and )JB of the separate sites A and B thus: 

1-6 

where pA is the mole fraction of nuclei at site A. 

In some cases at room temperature the peaks at positions ).)A and l>B 

are apparent but for intermediate rates of exchange between the two 

sites the spectrum chanGeS in a regular manner from the slow exchange 

spectrum with peaks at l-\ and ).) B ( for lower temperatures) to the 

10 
time-averaged peak at )J b for higher temperatures • 

0 S 

1.2 QUANTITATIVE APPROACH TO NMR 

The first step in quantitatively describing the observed tempera

ture dependence of the NMR spectrum was to develop a set of equations 

which would fit the line-shape for a temperature-independent spectrum. 

These equations were developed, for a simple system, from classical 

physics but are consistent with quantum mechanical descriptions. 

1.2.1 Classical Derivation of the Bloch Equations 

4 

If a spinning particle has a magnetic moment l:. then, in a uniform 

external magnetic field~, a torque 7: is exerted on the particle, 

tending to align l:. with~· 

't'=u B - .;. " 
Such a torque, combined with the spin, results in the precession of l:. 

about~ (Fig. 1-2) which can be analysed in terms of angular momentum f: 



· Figure 1-2 : 

y 

Figure 1-3: 

~ 

Bo 

Bo 

M ( OOMo) 

A single dipole 

precessing about 

Bo 

A random 

collection of 

nuclei precessing 

about an external 

magnetic field 80 

along the +~ axis 



But 

So 

Since 

or 

Since 

d 
dt f = ! = l:. " B 

1:.=Kf 
d d 
dt l:, = ;r dt f = i (1:, /\ ~) = - 1 (~ II !:,) 

w
0

, the aneular velocity of precession, is given by 

d 
cttf=fc.Jo 

l:, W
0 

= - 0 (~ /\ µ) 

w
0 

= laBI 
= 2 i( ).J 0 this becomes 

I l/2 7l') B 

This equation was developed from a quantum mechanical basis earlier 

(see equation 1-4). 

In a random collection of nuclei precessing at the same angle, 

each nucleus has a different phase so that the total magnetic moment 

5 

(or magnetisation) of the collection, .!:2,, has only a component in the z 

direction when the collection is in a constant magnetic field B aligned 
-0 

along the z direction (Fig. 1-3). If the external field varies then M 

will also have components in the xy plane. In the usual continuous 

wave NMR experiment an oscillating field, 2B, cos t, is applied along 

the x-axis. Such a field can be regarded as being the sum of two fields, 

(B1 cos u.>t, -B1 sin wt, 0) and B1 cos wt, B1 sin wt, 0), counter

rotating about the z axis in the xy plane (Fig. 1-4). Only one of these 

fields is rotating in the same direction as the precessing moments so 

only this field (B1 cos <.Jt, -B1 sin wt, 0) can affect the magnetisat~on 

M. The frequency of the applied field, W , must be that of the pre

cessing moments or the torsional effects at w
0 

-w will cancel out 

those effects at 180 + w 
O 

- w (Fig. 1-5). 

The general equations for!:!, are 

!:!, = Mx 2:. + My .J. + Mz ~ 

Tt° !:!, = (-h, Mx) i + (~ My) .J. + (:t Mz) k 

1-7a 

1-7b 



y 

Figure 1-4: 

The oscillating magnetic field 

separated into rotational components 

Figure 1-5: 

M 

The torque exerted on 

a dipole by a magnetic 

1 
field B, along the +x axis 



If the oscillating field 2B1 cos wt is suddenly switched off then the 

components (M , M , M ) of M, which are non-zero in the field B 
X y Z -

(B1 cos .wt, -B1 sin wt, B
0

) will revert to the equilibrium values 

found in the field B (O,O,B) which were earlier given as M(O, O, M ). 
0 - 0 

The time constants which govern the exponential decay of M , M and M 
X y Z 

to their equilibrium values are known as relaxation times. The time 

constants for the decay of M and M are assumed to be the same and 
X y 

are called the transverse relaxation time or the spin-spin relaxation 

time (since the interactions between nuclear spins can relax M and M 
X y 

6 

without transferring energy to the lattice) and are given the symbol T2• 

The time constant for M is called the longitudinal relaxation time z 

(since M is parallel to the constant field B ) or the spin-lattice 
Z 0 

relaxation time (since the energy flow associated with relaxation of 

M is from the nuclear spin system to the lattice)and given the symbol 
z 

The equation'.s governing relaxation are: 

d 
M/1'2 1-8a dt MX - -

d 
M/1'2 1-8b dt My - -

d 
(Mz - Mo)/1'1 1-8c dt Mz = -

Since Mis the resultant of the collection of magnetic moments it must 

obey the same type of equation for variation with time as l:.• Hence 

d dt t!. = - 'lf' (~ I\ !;1) 

B M i 
X X -

- - t (B M - B M ) i - j' (-B M - B M ) _j_ - 't (B M - B M ) k yz zy- xz zx xy yx-

When both the oscillating field in the xy plane and the constant field 

in the z direction are applied 



7 

so if the decay terms are also included , the equations controlling the 

variation of the x, y and z components of the magnetisation with r espect 

to time are given by: 

1-9a 

1-9b 

~t Mz = - 0 (B1 cos wt My + B1 sin lJt Mx ) - (Mz - M
0

)/1'1 

1-9c 

1 1 
These equations can be simplified by transferring to axes x , y , z 

which rotate at an angular frequency-(.) in t he xy plane . u, the com

ponent of~ along x1 and v, the component of~ along y1 , can be related 

to the components of the magnetisation along the stationary axes thus: 

u = M cos(-wt) + M sin(-(...)t) = M coswt - M sinwt 
X y X y 

v =-M sin(-wt) + M cos(-wt) = M sinwt + M coswt 
X y X y 

Equation ~-9 then becomes, in the new coordinate system (if O B0 
= W 

0
) 

d ctt V = (CJ-w)u+ 
0 

d 
dt Mz = - 0 B1 v - (Mz - Mo)/1'1 

. 11 12 These are the Bloch equations ' • 

1-10a 

1-10b 

1-10c 

The NMR spectrometer can be set up to observe either the in-phase 

component of the magnetisation, u (this is called the dispersion mode), 

or the out-of-phase component of the magnetisation, v (this is called 

the absorption mode). 

1.2.2 Line Shapes and Saturation 

For the usual continuous wave NMR experiment it can be assumed 

that to a close approximation 

d - u::: 0 
dt 

d dt V = 0 



With these condit i ons the Bloch equations can be solved to give the 

following expressions for u and v: 

8 

1-11a 

1-11 b 

The NMR experiment depends on the unequal populations of the two spin 

states available, the low energy state being more populated. For a 

thermally equilibrated Boltzmann distribution of nuclei in the two 

energy states: 

where N1 and N2 are the populations of the low and high energy levels 

respectively 

~ is the Boltzmann constant 

Tis the absolute temperature 

and b. U is the energy level separation given by 

60 

,1 U = 2µB 
0 

and since 2µB
0
/~T is small 

The excess population in the lower state is 

so when T = 291 Kand B = 1 T then 
0 

(N1 - N2 )/N1 = 7 x 10-6 

1-12 

For every million nuclei in jthe lower energy level there are seven less 

nuclei in the upper energy level. 

This excess population in the lower energy level absorbs energy 

from the radiofrequency field whiqh excites some nuclei sufficiently to 

transfer them to the higher level. A strong radiofrequency field can 



rapidly equalise the populations of the two levels thus reducing the 

height of the observed peak to zero. The reduction of the excess popu

lation by intense applied magnetic fields is called saturation and is 

one of the main operational problems in obtaining spectra suitable for 

lineshape analysis. 

From the equation 1-12, the larger the magnetic field the greater 

is the excess population and the more widely spaced are the energy 

levels so, if the field is increased, saturation becomes less of a 

problem. The problem arises because the relaxation rate of nuclei is 

governed by the longitudinal relaxation time T1 which may be of the 

order of 10-3 sec to 10 sec for liquids so, if the field B
1 

is of 

sufficient intensity, the excess population of the lower level quickly 

reaches zero and the absorption signal is diminished or absent. In 

terms of the absorption line shape (equation 1-11) B
1 

is sufficiently 

large that the term 0zB1
2 T2T1 is no longer much less than one so the 

height of the absorption peak decreases while the width of the peak 

. 10 increases 

1.2.3 Exchange Between Two Sites and the Absorption Lineshape 

The equations for u and v (or for M and M ) may be combined to 
X y 

give G, the complex magnetisation, which is defined as 

9 

G = u + iv 

Hence d ,
0 

d . d 
dt =d'tuti7itv 

1-13a 

1-13b 

Substituting from equation 1-10 

d cit G == - i( (.J
0 

- w )(u + iv) - (u + iv)/T2 - i G.)
1
Mz 

==-a.G+i 1 " M ....,1 z 

where 

and 

Under steady state conditions d 
'dt G = 0 



so 

therefore 

G = i w M /a. but since M c::! M
0 z z 

G = i (.J M /a. 
0 

wher e j m(G) is the imaginary part of G. 

In a series of papers , Gutowsky and co-workers9 11 3 , 14 and other 

groups 15 ' 1-6 developed compl ete lineshape equations for the exchange of 

nuclei between t wo non-equivalent sites (with and without coupling ) 

from the Bloch equations . The following treatment, however , is that of 

McConnell 17• 

The jump of a nucleus from site A to site Band back a gain if 

't'n (n = A, B) is the lifetime in site n and kn the rate constant for 

exchange f rom site n , is equal to 1/7: has the following e ffects on M, 
n 

the magnetisation: 

it decreases M at site A by kAGA 

it increases M at site B by kAGA 

it decreases M at site B by ~GB 

it increases M at site A by ~GB 

The magnetisation at sites A and B will therefore change according to 

equation 1-13B which , with the appropriate additional terms included 

gives the following equationsi 

1-14a 

1-14b 

Under steady state conditions 

M ~ M = p M zn on no and for n = A, B 

If equations 1-14a and 1-14b are ·solved with the appropriate substitu

tions for Mzn then the total complex magnetisation GT (defined as 

GA+ BB) is given by the expression 

10 



where 

i4)1 Mo {cA +"CB+ 'tAYB(pAo.B +pBo.A.)] 

{(a.A ?:A+ 1 ) (o.B'tB + 1 ) - 1 } 

1 
a.=+- +i(l,..J -w) 

n T2n o 

11 

1-15 

Since this exchange is between two sites the population at each site is 

related to the lifetime of the nuclei at that site of equilibrium: 

i.e. 1-16 

Hence the absorption signal can be calculated from the imaginary parts 

of G according to the equation 

v = j (G) = 3 m m 

if the quantities 7:, 

i lJ 1 Mo {CA + 't B + 't, A l B ( p A o.B + p Bo. A ) J 
[(a.A 't A - 1) (o.B 1'. B - 1) - 1 } 

PA' P B' T2A' T2B ,vA,lJB are given. 

1-17 

It is also 

possible to specify set values for all parameters but 7: and to vary ?; 

by increments to obtain the closest possible match to an experimental 

spectrum. The quantities T2A, T2B, ).)A and lJB are usually determined 

in the slow exchange limit when ~ = cfJ • 

This equation for the absorption lineshape has been derived by 

assuming that the signals in the low temperature limit are from a first 

order spectrum. If the spectrum is not first order then a density 

matrix approach should be used if a rigorous treatment is required 18• 

1.2.4 Use of the Rate Constant 

Once?:: at each temperature is known then the Arrhenius equation 

can be used to find the activation energy E since 
a 

11 Ea/ 17: = k = A exp(- kJr) 1-18 

where R _is the gas constant 

Tis the absolute temperature 

or the equation derived from transition state theory can be used. 

where~ is the Boltzmann constant 

Tis the absolute temperature 

1-19 



and 

his Planck's constant 

C:.G:/ is the free energy difference of the transition slato from lhP 

ground state 

R ie the eus conotant 

Since the full lineshape equation was very tedious to Apply , thn 

equation hao at times been simplified to use such paramPters AG the 

intensity ratio of a maximum to the central minimum19 , the width of the 

20 21 22 peaks at half height both above and below ' the temperalurc at 

which the peaks coalesce, and the peak separation14 to find a value for 

k at a specific temperature . The results obtained depended on the 

careful use of the simplified equations in the regions where the 

approximations made in their derivations are valid. If the equation:1 

were used outside this region the results were unreliable and led to 

discrepancies between the values quoted by different research eroups . 

12 

By the time such disagreements in the magnitude of thermodynamic 

parameters had been well documented high speed computers were widely 

available so the full lineshape treatment could be used on systems such 

as the amides and selectively deuterated analoeuee which fulfilled the 

requirements of the Bloch lineshape equation that the spectrum in the 

slow exchange limit be first-order. As the number of total lineshape 

studies increased the agreement between the data from different research 

groups improved to the s~age lwherc external limitations on the accuracy 

of temperature, T2 and position measurements were of greater importance 

in the determination of errors than the approximations used. Some 

approximations were made in cases euch as formamide and acetamide23 

where coupling between the carbon-methyl group or proton and the nitro

gen methyl groups could affect the relative intensity of the peaks, but 

24 in other cases such coupling ie incorporated into the computer program • 
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The limitations of the absorption lineshape for two site exchanee 

led t o the generalization for first order exchange spectra of the Kubo 

Sack matrix approach25 but for more complex spectra the most accurate 

possible description is civen by the density matrix method26 , 27 • At 

present lincshapcs are analysed by the simplest possible method which 

will accurately describe the system so all three lineshape descriptions 

may be considered depending on the complexity of the spin system being 

studied. 

1.2.5 Thermodynamic Parameters for Amide Systems 

Many amides have been extensively studied by lineshape analysis 

in various solvents. In Table 1-1, data for N,N-dimethyl acetamide 

( ll'!A ) has been collected from several papers which used complete line

shape analysis so the reported thermodynamic parameters should be 

accurate. The solvents used in these studies vary widely in polarity 

and reactivity (in the sense of associatin& with the solute) but unfor

tunately the parameters other than b.Gf (the free energy of activation) 

vary, even for the same solvent, if analysed by different research 

groups. 

When D.Gf is considered the solvent has a marked effect on the 

magnitude of the free energy change. Changes in solvent alter the 

micro-environment of the solute so variations in~ af wit~ solvent can 

be expected. In the only study where the concentration of the IMA was 

varied purposefully on a large scale, /1Gf does appear to change for 

the initial two dilutions but then seems to approach a limit. In this 

table, both deuterated and undeuterated Dl~A have been presented as 

though the thermodynamic parameters for rotation in these two compounds 

are the same. The data for I:MA in formamide and neat I:MA would seem to 

confirm this assumption; the discrepancies in thermodynamic parameters 

for I:MA in D20 and CCl4 could be due to the differing concentrations of 

IMA used in these analyses and this would confirm ~he results for I:MA 
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Table 1-1 

N,N- Dimethylacetamide in Various Solvents 

R 
/H3 

~c N 

/ 
~H3 0 

Ea :/ :/ 
R a G298 29~1 Solvent Cone. 

-1 -1 JK-1 kJ mol kJ mol mol 

CD 28 
3 

82.0 .! 1. 3 76.1 + 11.3 neat 

CH 24 
3 

79.5.: o. 4 75-7 + 0. 4 + 2. 9 + 4.1 neat 

CH 24 
3 

82 . 8 + o. 4 80. 8 + o.4 + 3-3_:4.1 D20 10 mol% 

CD 23 
3 

87.9 .! 3. 8 80. 8 .! 3.8 + 11 . 3 D20 1.04N 

CD 29 
3 

84. 9 _: 1. 3 77. 4 + 17. 2 .: 3.3 11-:so- d6 9. 5 mol% 

CH 24 
3 

82 . 0 .! 1.3 75.3 + 13.0 _: 8.4 (CD
3

)2co 10 mol% 

CH 30 
3 

70. 5 .! 1.7 72. 5 - 15.0 .! 5.1 CC14 14. 9 mol% 

CD 31 76.6.: o. 8 72.8 + 4.6 CC14 1.7 mol% 
3 

CD .31 75 . 3 .! 1. 3 72.4 + 2.1 Isooctane 2.6 mol% 
3 

CH 32 
3 

77 _4b o-dichlorobenzene 20g 1-1 

CD 33 
3 

89 .1 .! 2.5 81 . 2 Formamide 90. 2 mol% 

CH 33 
3 

87.4 .! 1.7 80. 8 Formamide 90. 1 mol% 

82. 0 + 2.1 79.5 80.5 mol% 

81.6 .! 2. 5 78. 7 70.9 mol% 

81 . 6 .! 1.3 78.2 47.7 mol% 

a 1 -1 H 8 = E - 2.5 kJ mol 29 a 

b c/ at 318K 
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in formamide. 

Another way to chance the environment of the solute is to us e only 

one solvent but chanee its properties by addine salts of various kinds 

(Table 1-2). Very little work on this type of effect has been done so 

a coalescence temperature study by Eean34 has been included. The two 

salt-free solutes at the head of the table are listed as controls on the 

reported parameters. 

Temussi23 attributes the large entropy change, /Js1, for the 

D~A/Ag+/D
2

0 solution to inaccurate T2 values used to compensate for 

carbon-methyl coupling to the N-methyl groups. Such coupling was not 

explicitly included in . the lineshape program but was treated as an extra 

broadening effect of the N-methyl peaks. To test whether /J s1 was 

affected by T2 , analyses of N,N-dimethyltrideuteroacetamide in n2o with 

+ and without the silver ion Ag were done at various temperatures. As 

the Table shows, attributing large values of !Js1 to inaccurate T
2 

values is probably correct for this molecule. 

Unfortunately there are no systematic studies of salt effects on 

rotational barriers. The data in Table 1-2 show a marked change in 

AG1
298 in the presence of monovalent salts but more studies of ions in 

similar solvents are needed before theories about the interactions 

involved can be formulated. 



Table 1-2 · 

Salt Effecta on Hotational Barriers in N,N-Dimethylucetamide 

Hef E 

24 

21~ 

23 

23 

23 

34 

34 

a 

b 

a 

kJ mol-1 

82 .0 ~ 1.3 

82 . 8 ~ 1.3 

105 . 4 ~ 2.1 

79. 5 ~ 2. 9 

87. 9 ~ 3. 8 

Gt at 333K 

a/ at 374K 

t 
G298 

-1 kJ mol 

75.3 ~ o. 4 

80. 6 + o.4 

74.1 + 2. 1 

74 . 9 ~ 2. 9 

80. 8 ~ 3.8 

74.1 a 

83.7b 

t 
298 

Jl<.-1 mol - 1 

+ 13.0 ~ 8.o 

+ 3. 3 ~ 4.2 

+ 85 . 4 

+ 5.9 

+ 11.3 

Solvent 

10 mol% (cD
3

\CO 

10 mol~'6 D20 

n2o + 4J,iJ\r; 
+ 1M 

1M 111A- ct
3 

in D20 + 4MJ\[S 

1i'-i U~A-d 
3 

in D20 

1M dioxan 

1M dioxan + 1M Li+ 

16 
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